Energy touches everyone everyday
Energy lies in **integration**

Tata Power, India’s largest integrated power utility, addresses the need to empower lives. With presence in the entire power value chain from fuel & logistics to generation (conventional and renewable), transmission, distribution and trading, we aim to **light up lives for generations to come**.

www.tatapower.com
Energy lies in aspirations

Our quest for energising lives has led to development of India’s first 4000 MW Ultra Mega Power Project at Mundra, Gujarat and 1050 MW mega project at Maithon. Our strong focus on clean energy has seen us make significant progress to enhance our hydro, wind and solar portfolio and we are committed towards creating a greener future.
Energy touches everyone everyday
Energy lies in innovation

As India’s largest integrated power utility, we at Tata Power aim towards energising customer lifestyle by providing sustainable power. Our pioneering initiatives form the cornerstone of the Indian energy sector and include the first 800 MW sized super critical technology unit, first 500 MW thermal unit, computerised grid control and energy management system and many other technological innovations in the country. After all, it is our aim to light up lives for generations to come.
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Energy lies in energy produced. Tata Power Club Enerji is a nationwide energy and resource conservation movement, led by schools and school children to curb the wasteful usage of energy and natural resources. The Club has sensitised more than 5.2 million citizens, saved more than 8.7 million units of energy, reduced 8700 tonnes of CO2 emissions and is committed towards creating a greener tomorrow.

www.tatapower.com
Energy touches everyone everyday
Energy lies in inclusive growth

At Tata Power, we aim to set the momentum for responsible and sustainable growth and are committed to developing our business while adding value to our local communities with sustained efforts towards better education, infrastructure, healthcare and vocational training that will light up lives for generations to come.
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At Tata Power, we aim to set the momentum for responsible and sustainable growth and are committed to developing our business while caring for our environment with sustained efforts towards preserving biodiversity, afforestation and water conservation, aiming to light up lives for generations to come.
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As India’s largest power utility, we at Tata Power aim towards energizing customer lifestyle by providing sustainable power. We are committed to developing our business while adding value to our customers with sustained efforts towards better services & experiences that will light up lives.
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